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Modelling the Earth System 
 

1.  Climate processes and conceptual models 
2.  Climate models and downscaling 

3.  Geosphere-biosphere interactions and ecosystems 
 
 
 
 



 
The Earth System is a complex nonlinear system 
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Radioactive decay 

(+ condensation in the core) 
 



 
Climate: 

the statistical state of the Earth System 
 



Earth’s climate varies on all time scales 

Luthi	et	al.,	Nature	2008	



A touch of climate physics: 
 

Energy Balance 
 

Meridional Transport 
 

Climate reductionism and feedbacks 
 

Global and regional climate models 



INFRARED VISIBLE 

The Earth is warmed up by solar radiation  
and it emits in the infrared 



Solar “constant”: 
S = 1.368  kW  per square meter 
+- 3.5% owing to orbit ellipticity 

 

Power that hits the top of Earth’s atmosphere: 

Average power per unit surface: 

Surface over which it is distributed: 

The main energy source of Earth’s climate  
is solar radiation. 



Albedo: 
Part of the incident energy is reflected 

 
The fraction of reflected energy 

is denoted by     

Fraction of absorbed power:  

On average, Earth’s albedo is 



Average absorbed power 
(per unit surface): 

Emitted power (black body radiation) 

Stefan-Boltzmann constant 



first principle of Thermodynamics 

For the Earth as a point in the empty space 

specific heat at constant volume 



If we look for a stationary state 

http://www.geo.mtu.edu/ 



Role of the fluid envelope: 
greenhouse effect 

Earth surface 

Incident 
radiation, I 

Emitted radiation, U 

Transmitted 
radiation, (1-e) U 

Absorbed 
radiation, e U 



Energy balance without greenhouse effect 

Greenhouse balance with greenhouse effect 







Beyond a point-wise Earth: 
latitudinal dependence 



Solar energy is not evenly 
distributed on Earth 



Local equilibrium at latitude φ	



albedo 

Tropics get more solar heating than the Poles: 
Heat transport from Equator to Poles 



Energy does not  
go out 

from where  
it came in 

 

solar 

infrared 



An important effect of the fluid envelope: 
unbalance between absorbed and emitted radiation 



Atmospheric circulation 



Wind-driven ocean circulation 



Thermohaline  circulation 



Mean state 
versus 

Spatial-temporal variability 



Atmospheric dynamics at midlatitudes: 
Mean circulation and transient eddies 



Ρεννα	

Monsoons 

Winter	
Monsoon	

Summer	
Monsoon	



Ρεννα	

Monsoons and mid-latitude  
western weather patterns  

Mid-la>tude	western	weather	paAerns	

Summer	
Monsoon	



Ocean	mesoscale	structures	



Climate	change	and	climate	variability	
are	not	spa>ally	homogeneous	

Past Climate Variability and Change in the Arctic and at High Latitudes!
US Climate Change Science Program; from: Hansen et al. 2006!



Precipita>on	changes:	1951-2010	

IPCC	2013	



Climate	change	hotspots	

Turco et al. GRL 2015!



The	hydrologic	cycle	



Does	the	hydrologic	cycle	become	stronger	
in	warm	climates?		



Clausius-Clapeyron	and	rela>ve	humidity	

Temperature	

Vapor	satura>on		
pressure	



Intensity	of	the	water	cycle,	HI-INT	indicator	

Giorgi	et	al.		
J.	Climate	2011	



How	can	we	model	this	extremely		
complex	and	complicated	system?	



	
Reduc>onism	I:	the	“spheres”	

	

Atmosphere	

Hydrosphere	

Cryosphere	

Pedosphere	

Biosphere	

Anthroposphere	
Lithosphere	



Nitrogen	
Sulfur	

Phosphorus	

Water	
Carbon	

	
Reduc>onism	II:	biogeochemical	cycles	

	

Metals	



Ice	-	Albedo	Temperature	–	
Atmospheric	
water	vapor	

Vegeta>on	-	
precipita>on	

ENSO	

VOC	-	
Aerosols	-	
Clouds		

	
Reduc>onism	III:	process	decomposi>on	

	

Temperature	-	
Clouds	-	Albedo	

CO2	–	
Ocean	
Acidity	



	
The	climate	modeling	hierarchy	

	

Process	models:	
Box	models	

Radia1ve-convec1ve	models	

Global	Climate	Models	
Regional	Climate	Models	

Intermediate	Complexity	
Earth	System	Models	



	

A	stabilizing	feedback:	
volcanic	emissions	and	rock	weathering	

Larger	
volcanic	CO2	
emissions	 Higher	

temperature	

Faster	rock	
weathering	

Reduc>on	of	
atmospheric	

CO2	

Stabilized	
temperature	



	

A	complicated	case:	
Cloud	–	temperature	feedback	

Albedo	
Greenhouse		

effect	



	

A	well-known	posi1ve	feedback:		
ice-albedo	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Higher	surface		
temperature	

Less	ice/snow	

Lower	albedo	

More	
absorbed	heat	



What determines the albedo of the Earth? 
 
 

High albedo: snow and ice surfaces 
 

High albedo: clouds 
 

Medium albedo: desert sands, barren land 
 

Low albedo: forests, ocean 



Quaternary glaciations 
and multiple equilibria of the climate system 



Can we find a simple razionalization 
of the two states (glacial and interglacial) 

of the Earth’s climate ? 

Ice-albedo feedback: 
 

more ice, higher albedo 
higher albedo, less absorbed heat 

less absorbed heat, lower temperature 
lower temperature, more ice 



Albedo 

T 

T 

Emitted  
power 



first principle of Thermodynamics 

T 

equivalent to overdamped motion in a double potential well 



A little step further: one-dimensional  
Energy Balance Models 

 
Zonal averages 

Diffusive meridional transport 

/4 

I=g σ T 4 



What can be done with 1D EBM 
 

Explore specific processes: 
e.g. effect of vegetation cover 

 

Long (and ancient) paleo simulations 
 

Explore exotic situations 
 

Planetary habitability 
 



A journey into deep space:  
planetary habitability 



Planetary abitability 

https://www.e-education.psu.edu/astro801/content/l12_p4.html 







	
	Looking for planetary  

habitability and  
complex life 



	
	

End of lecture 1 
 

Next step: the “big models” 
 

a.k.a. the “kitchen-sink” models 
 

a.k.a. the dark side of climate science 


